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This is written in response to a front page story in the Island: Financial Review of 1 March 2017 which states that 
the PUCSL has opened a platform for “the public to air views, suggestions and inputs” for least cost electric 
generation expansion over the next two decades.  
 
The first and most important action that must be taken is to forthwith reverse the ill-advised, peremptory and costly 
blunder His Excellency the President, the line Ministry and presumably the Prime Minister and Cabinet of Ministers 
have made to abandon the Sampoor coal-fired power-plant and presumably rescind all future coal-fired power-plant 
options from the planning framework.  
 
Not only is the decision costly and technically unsound but, paradoxically, it will be counterproductive from the 
point of view of environmental benefits. When the high cost of the blunder is passed down to the public, which in 
one way or another has to foot the bill, and when power cuts hurt the economy, there will be a public backlash. The 
whipping boys then will your good selves in the PUCSL who stood idly by and failed to prevent the blunder, the 
President, the Prime Minister, line Ministry and government. More seriously however we will find that public anger 
will be directed against environmentalism itself. This would be a tragedy but if it happens, as is likely, the big losers 
will not be naïve environmentalists or the pseudo-scientific knaves who misled the government, but Sri Lanka itself 
for having lost the vision of how to sustain a technically and environmentally sound energy plan. 
 
There is no question that coal-fired electricity is environmentally damaging – so is all electricity generation but less 
so, except nuclear power in respect of which the jury seems to be permanently on call! There is no doubt that there 
must be a programmed gradual reduction in the proportion of electricity generated from coal. These points are 
agreed. But it has to be done in a gradual, balanced, practicable and scientifically informed manner. It has to be done 
in a way that does not allow oil, LNG or coal merchant lobbies to hold the country and the consumer to ransom. In 
my view the peremptory manner in which the Sampoor cancellation was done smacks of the opposite. 
 
I served on a committee chaired by Professor Sirimal Abeyratne looking into the coal-LNG option; the committee 
sat in July and August 2016. We were informed at the very first meeting by Ministry Secretary Mr Batapola that the 
decision to drop Sampoor and replace it with an LNG station at Sampoor (sic!) had already been taken. When Dr 
Pilapitiya and I threatened to walk out because there was no point in the committee sitting, the Secretary softened 
his stance and assured us that the government would take cognisance of our views. Midway through our work 
however we were once again sent a formal verbal message from a high official and advisor to the cabinet that the 
decision to abandon coal and build an LNG plant had “already been taken”; but since the committee had by that time 
done so much work it would have been churlish for me to walk out at a final stage. 
 
None of this is news to PUCSL, but I am laying it out in line with Right to Information principles as the public will 
have an opportunity to learn of this from your website on which, I presume, you will place this submission. It is 
better to put it up without waiting for the public to demand it and for this reason I am copying it to RTI 
Commissioner Ms Selvy Thirchandran.   
 
The Abeyratne Report, which presumably can now be accessed under RTI legislation, stated inter-alia that the 
additional generation cost to the power sector through to 2025 as a consequence of abandoning Sampoor would be 
$1270 million (Rs 194 billion). This is probably an underestimate and the cumulative additional cost accruing from 
abandoning coal-fired options is likely to be about Rs 220 billion through to 2023; however let that difference pass 
as a futuristic detail. I use the plural “options” because the future of the two-stage Japanese clean-coal technology 
power-plant that was intended to follow the 500 MW Indian joint-venture at Sampoor is now also uncertain. As you 
in the driving seat are aware, the pain has now begun to bite and to do so earlier than I had anticipated. Is it possible 
that your good selves at PUCSL and the government may reconsider and reverse ill-considered previous decisions?  
 

The Abeyratne Report included submissions on environmental concerns – we were fortunate to have an 
expert as a member; we took a balanced overview. Let me recall Rachel Carson, the queen of ecology. Fifty-five 
years ago with the publication of Silent Spring the environmental movement was born and millions, especially 
young people, have since been inspired by a concern for the planet. Ecology and climate change are now everyday 



terms. Miss Carson was no wide-eyed environmental evangelist, she was a sober and rational scientist and as the 
celebrated April 1963 CBS interview with the author of Silent Spring, watched by nearly 15 million people pointed 
out: “In spite of her view that pesticide safeguards are inadequate, Miss Carson does not advocate discontinuing the 
use of pesticides immediately. Instead she proposes a gradual shift to other methods of pest control”.  

 
I advocate a similar approach and a gradual shift from coal to more renewable technologies – mainly solar. 

That is to say the Sampoor 500 MW and the proposed 1700 MW Japanese clean-coal projects should go ahead but 
they should be our last coal-fired stations.  

 
I am not satisfied with the solar energy surveys that have been conducted so far in Sri Lanka so I can only 

make a guess at this stage of solar potential. Including both utility size large plant and house top installations my 
best guess is that about 10 to 15% of our electricity needs can be met from solar sources by 2037 – it is less than 2% 
now.  Bear in mind on the negative side, as the system grows, each 1% of 2037 energy, will be as many kWh as 2 or 
3% of today’s energy. Hence the scope for renewable energy availability has to be more carefully assessed than has 
been done. Conversely, the gains from future technological breakthroughs have to be factored in on the positive 
side. In summary what I am saying is that planning must allow for a fairly wide range of possibilities when looking 
decades ahead and decision making has to be dynamic and stochastic. I trust the CEB has in its repertoire the best 
tools for a rolling-plan methodology that can be used to update plans every year.  
 
 I have kept this submission brief and non-technical for the benefit of readers on your website. The technical 
minded may also examine the table below comparing Samppor-coal with Kerawalpitiya-LNG which illustrates the 
cost advantage of the former. Note however that the Rs 220 billion excess cost does not arise from this. The reason 
for the large cost inflation is that an LNG landing terminal and an LNG-fired power-plant cannot be put on line 
before 2025; technical planning has not even started! And LNG electricity is not feasible at reasonable costs unless 
other industries are also converted to LNG usage to spread out the large expenditure on a landing terminal. The 
reason for a Rs 220 billion cost overrun is that new oil-fired power plant must be quickly commissioned and existing 
oil-fired plant pressed into service. Consequently costly oil power (as opposed to cheaper coal and LNG) employed 
in the interim five to seven years. It is the Rs 25 to Rs 30 per kWh cost of oil-fired power – about three times as high 
as coal or LNG generated power – that dominates the cost inflation. 
 
 The problem at Sampoor is not greenhouse gases; Lanka’s contribution is minuscule and well below the 
permitted cap. The problem is local; the misery of people living in the vicinity. The CEB has unpardonably 
neglected its environmental obligations. The horrible truth at Norochcholi is fine fly-ash carried up to 3 km down-
wind from the ash dump. With the right waste management techniques this could have been circumvented; world 
class plants control ash and eliminate coal dust. People from Sampoor who have visited villages downwind of 
Norochcholi will never agree to live near a power station even if the CEB promises them the sun and the moon. 
  
 We have to take an overview. Either a cumulative cost of Rs220 billion, no greenhouse gases in excess of 
international obligations, advanced containment technologies, but psychological distress for the local population. Or 
what else? The alternatives are clear cut; either scarp all coal-fired power projects in Sampoor, or resettle the people 
of the locality in good quality homes and lands elsewhere.  
 

What would the latter cost? I will employ a sample calculation using 1000 families -. Minister Swaminathan 
estimated 825 families in the vicinity in June 2015. If it takes Rs 1 million per family to relocate to new homes, 
lands, schools, healthcare and other services, 1000 families will cost Rs 1 billion. That’s two orders of magnitude 
below Rs220 billion. Even if the number of families and cost per family were two or three times higher, the total is 
miniscule, comparatively.  

 
This document does not deal with the whole spectrum of optimal long-rage generation expansion planning 

but only with one specific, and in my view currently the most urgent issue. 
 
I thank you for the opportunity to enter into the discussion. 
 

Professor A. Kumar David 
1 March 2017. 



Comparison of Sampoor Coal and Kerawlapitiya LNG options 
 

 
COAL LNG 

Fuel Characteristics 

COALPRICE  
($/MT) 65.68 65.68 71.7 71.7 

LNG 
PRICE 
($/mmbtu) 

8.50 8.50 8.50 8.50 

(Delivered at Power 
Plant price based on 
imported CIF prices) 

        

(Delivered at 
Power Plant 
price based 
on Henry 

Hub Pricing)         

Heat Content (kCal/l) - - - - 
Heat Content 
(kCal/l) 5850 5850 5850 5850 

Specific Gravity (kg/l) - - - - 

Specific 
Gravity 
(kg/l) 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 

Heat Content 
(kCal/kg) 5500 5500 5900 5900 

Heat Content 
(kCal/kg) 13000 13000 13000 13000 

Fuel Cost ($/Gcal) 11.9 11.9 12.2 12.2 
Fuel Cost 
($/Gcal) 33.690 33.690 33.690 33.690 
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Plant Capacity (Gross) MW 500.0 500.0 300.0 300.0   300.0 500.0 500.0 500.0 

Plant Capacity (Net) MW 454.0 454.0 270.0 270.0   286.9 478.2 478.2 478.2 

                     
Plant Unit Capital Cost 
(Gross)  (USD/kW) 1030.6 1030.6 1668.2 

1668.
2   1041.1 1041.1 1041.1 1041.1 

Plant Unit Capital Cost 
(Net)  (USD/kW) 1135.1 1135.1 1853.6 

1853.
6   1088.5 1088.5 1088.5 1088.5 

                     

Plant  cost Mill USD 515.32 515.32 500.47 
500.4

7   312.33 520.56 520.56 520.56 

Jetty Cost Mill USD   113.0   113.0           

FSRU/Terminal Cost Mill USD               171.3 487.8 

Transmission Cost Mill USD   100   100       40.8 40.8 

Total Investment Cost Mill USD 515.32 728.32 500.47 
713.4

7   312.33 520.56 732.66 1049.16 

                     

Discount Rate   10% 10% 10% 10%   10% 10% 10% 10% 

Life Time Years 30 30 30 30   30 30 30 30 

PV factor   9.4269  9.4269  9.4269  
9.426

9    9.4269  9.4269  9.426  9.4269  



                     

Plant Factor % 80% 80% 80% 80%   80% 80% 80% 80% 

Annual Energy Production GWh 3181.6 3181.6 1892.2 
1892.

2   2010.9 3351.4 3351. 3351.4 
Full Load Heat Rate (HHV, 
NET) (kCal/kWh) 2600 2600 2241 2241   1793 1793 1793 1793 

Efficiency (HHV, NET) % 33% 33% 38% 38%   48% 48% 48% 48% 

                     

Fuel Cost UScts/GCal 1194.2 1194.2 1215.2 
1215.

2   3369.0 3369.0 3369.0 3369.0 

Unit Fuel Cost UScts/kWh 3.10 3.10 2.72 2.72   6.04 6.04 6.04 6.04 

                     

F O&M $/kW-mth 2.838 2.838 4.634 4.634   0.378 0.378 0.378 0.378 

V O&M $/MWh 5.5547 5.5547 5.7705 
5.770

5   4.920 4.920 4.920 4.920 

                     

Annual Fixed O&M  (Mill USD) 15.46 15.46 15.01 15.01   1.30 2.17 2.17 2.17 

Variable O&M  (Mill USD) 17.67 17.67 10.92 10.92   9.89 16.49 16.49 16.49 

Fuel Cost  (Mill USD) 98.79 98.79 51.53 51.53   121.48 202.46 202.46 202.46 

Total Annual Cost   (Mill USD) 131.92 131.92 77.46 77.46   131.37 218.95 218.95 218.95 

Levelized Cost of 
Electricity 
LNG price $8.50/M-BTU  US cents/kWh 5.86  6.57  6.90  8.09    8.25  8.25  8.92  9.93  

Levelised Cost of 
Electricity:  
For other LNG prices 
LNG price  $8.00/M-BTU 
LNG price $7.50 /M-BTU 
LNG Price $6.50/M-BTU 
LNG price $6.50/M-BTU 
and CCGT efficency 57% 

US cents/kWh 
do 
do 
do 

      

7.90 
7.54 
6.83 
6.07 

 
7.90 
7.54 
6.83 
6.07 

8..57 
8.21 
7.50 
6.74 

9.57 
9.21 
8.50 
7.75 

 
NOTE: Sensitivity to LNG price is shown in the final four rows of the last four columns. The very last row shows the Levelised 
Prices if in addition to a low LNG price of $6.50/M-BTU the overall efficiency of the LNG power plant is taken as 57% - an 
unrealistic assumption but peddled by some LNG champions. 
The use of the CEB planning unit’s calculation spread-sheet and some August 2016 CEB data is gratefully acknowledged. 
However the author accepts final responsibility for the table. 
 


